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The North Sea is a global hotspot of warming temperatures
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Climate impacts on Scottish fish that have already occurred

• distribution and migration patterns of North Sea fish have changed
• this impacts where vessels fish and how closely national quotas match

fishing opportunities, e.g. mackerel “wars” 2010-2014

• fish are growing faster as juveniles but not as large when adults
• numerically more fish are required to make up 1 tonne

• fish are spawning earlier in the year
• this may impact survival of young fish and “recruitment”
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Future climate-related impacts on Scottish fisheries
• squid, small pelagic fish and bluefin tuna could become major new resources

• requires new scientific information and adaptation planning, e.g., new gear, new
management obligations

• the pH of the North Sea is expected to decrease by 0.1 units
• costs to the mollusc fisheries could be substantial, ca £55-379M depending on

emissions scenario,  and will necessitate adaptation planning

• the frequency and intensity of storms will likely increase (Sainsbury et al. 2018)
• vulnerability assessments should determine exposure, sensitivity and adaptive

capacity of fleets and shoreside operations
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Industry perception of climate change
• skippers have experience with resource variability
• climate warming occurs relatively slowly over long time scales

• the fishing industry focusses on short-term issues; climate change has low
salience

• past impacts on yields are not fully appreciated by the fishing industry
• climate impacts on future operations will take place; the “business-as-usual”

scenario cannot be applied
• there is a need to communicate the current state of knowledge in clear and

accessible formats, e.g., specific to fleets
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Vulnerability of the fishing industry

• vulnerability to climate change has been evaluated at a global scale
(Blasiak et al. 2017; Ding et al. 2017)
• UK fisheries have low vulnerability relative to other global fisheries

• Defra undertakes analysis of vulnerability in the sense of identifying risks
• national Climate Change Risk Assessments (CCRAs) undertaken in

2012 and 2017 provide technical risk assessments for the fishing
industry (https://www.theccc.org.uk/ )

• CCRA does not assess risk to specific fish stocks
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Adaptive capacity of the UK fishing industry

• a recent study of fishers in a UK fishing port
indicated that they were aware of how climate
change could impact fisheries but they did not
anticipate having to change
• reasons given include not wanting to change and

constraints on their ability to change e.g., inflexible
management and lack of finances (Maltby 2018)

• this suggests that some UK fleet segments may have
low adaptive capacity
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National adaptation planning for the fishing industry
• only three countries have well-developed adaptation plans specific to

fisheries: Australia, UK and US
• a soon-to-be-published report for Fisheries Innovation Scotland (FIS)

compared the approaches taken by the three countries to adaptation
• Australia: fishing industry has high vulnerability to climate change and

climate change has increasingly high salience to fishing industry ®
industry incentivised to develop high adaptive capacity
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Adaptation begins with stakeholder engagement
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Starting point



Australian adaptation planning in SE Australia

• regional planning supported by national legislation
• south-east Australia produces 60% of the country’s seafood
• to select priorities for adaptation planning a trait-based climate change

sensitivity assessment was undertaken (Pecl et al. 2014)
• the species that were most important for the region were ranked in

terms of their sensitivity to climate change
• the most sensitive species were abalone, southern rock lobster,

and blue grenadier
• adaptation options were then developed for each of the four species by

science teams consulting with industry and managers
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Participatory adaptation workshops

A. stakeholders identified specific goals for adaption e.g., environmental,
economic, well-being of communities, strengthening management

B. to identify adaptation options fishing industry representatives and
managers were asked two questions:
• What can you do?
• What would you like to do but can’t?

C. each adaptation option (B.) was then ranked according to feasibility, risk
and expected benefits for achieving the defined goals (A.)
• optimal adaptations were identified as having low risk, high feasibility

and high benefit
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Adaptation options for each priority stock
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industry responded
favourably to the

participatory process
and visual

presentation of
results



Summary

• the Australian example illustrates adaptation planning on a regional scale, incentivised
by the high vulnerability of local fisheries to climate change impacts
• participatory adaptation planning identified adaptation options that are low risk,

high feasibility and highly beneficial
• partnerships (industry/government/academia) are key

• a recent Seafish/MCCIP report (Garret et al. 2016) consulted Scottish stakeholders
and identified feasible adaptation responses included
• reviewing national quota allocation in relation to “relative stability”
• improving safety of crew and vessels
• developing the evidence base for climate impacts of fisheries
• improving relationships between science and industry to promote knowledge

exchange
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industry-level
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Salience is key to fishers engaging with adaptation

• salience is a precursor to adaptation
• vulnerability is linked to salience
• tracking attitudes to climate change over time could identify information

needs of industry and identify any shifts in salience
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For further information see:
FIS workshop on Global synthesis of climate impacts on fish
distribution and growth and implications for Scottish fisheries
(available summer 2019)
https://fiscot.org/

https://fiscot.org/
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